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I arrived at the Ingres exhibition at the Prado with my eyes wide open, willing to arrive at an idea of 

the artist I could fully call my own; an idea which would fix his position in my particular history of art, 

that history which is every aficionado’s own, made according to personal taste and experience; a 

history that, however similar to the one in books, is never entirely like it. I looked at things I liked and 

things I didn’t, what seduced me and what left me indifferent, and I reached the conclusion that Ingres 

is one of the strangest artists there are. Having previously discarded the easy accusations of academic 

and cold painter, I searched for an Ingres who some of my professors at university had argued was one 

of Picasso’s greatest references. 

 

It’s easy to imagine Ingres as the Academy’s pet, the incarnation of a dying style among the Gériaults, 

Delacroix and Courbets. He received accusations of being old-fashioned as early as 1806 (he was 

twenty-six) when the critics defined his monumental Napoleon I On His Imperial Throne as “Gothic”. 

There is an Egyptian-like severity in this Napoleon, though its obsessive eye for detail reminds one, as 

Robert Rosenblum so accurately observed, to the Van Eycks’ God the Father in the Ghent Altarpiece. 

Before such a painting, with its impressive height and width, taste is a minor matter. I don’t know why 

there is a railing protecting it at the Prado, but it makes it look like the entrance to a private chapel in a 

church, enhancing its authority. As we lean on this railing, we look at the painting as if we were looking 

out on a landscape or an event. Napoleon, whose little head prods out of his rich clothing, does not 

present himself here as a man – he is an idea, an ideology, an entry in an encyclopaedia. 

 

The colossal Napoleon is the first indication that the term “neoclassical” will be of little help if we want 

to understand the work of Ingres. Archaism continues in small history paintings influenced by his 

master David, but there are also delicate portraits and prodigious anatomies, like that of Oedipus and 

the Sphinx. It’s true that in Ingres there is also room for the affected and self-satisfaction, though I 

doubt the latter is avoidable in a career as long as his. In any case, all affected scenes are abruptly 

forgotten when we find ourselves before the fascinating Grande Odalisque. It is one of the works that 

most convincingly defies Ingres’ supposed academicism, as many critics were quick to point out when 

they saw it at the 1814 Salon, having no choice but to consider it an abomination. Where was 

Raphael’s disciple? Where was the classical canon in this twisted and ill-proportioned figure? On 

observing Ingres’ odalisque, the similarities between him and Picasso begin to subtly but irrepressibly 
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emerge. In his voluntary distortion of the female body, Ingres was, perhaps unknowingly, inaugurating 

one of the keys of modernity. It suddenly seems impossible not to see the dozens of portraits of Marie-

Thérèse Walter Picaso produced in the 1930s as a sublimation of Ingres’ odalisque. Her enigmatic gaze 

seems the artist’s own. As in Napoleon, Ingres presents us not with a person, but a manifesto. 

 

The influence of Ingres on modern art creeps in through small crevices, hidden behind the neat faces 

of his portraits. Beneath the severe expression and care for detail of monsieur Bertin, for example, we 

find a composition which is as audacious as the odalisque’s. The portrait was a source of distress for 

Ingres, as he was incapable of deciding how to make his model pose. An earlier, sketched version of 

the portrait survives, where we can see a somewhat arrogant Louis-François Bertin leaning on an 

undefined piece of furniture. It is the work of a desperate artist, almost certain that, after weeks of 

work, he will have no choice but to produce a rather conventional portrait. We are told that it was 

during a meal with Bertin that Ingres suddenly arrived at what he had been looking for. “Come to my 

studio tomorrow,” he is said to have whispered in Bertin’s ear. The following day he got to work on 

one of the great portraits in the history of art. 

 

Once all political disputes have been forgotten, including the one that surrounded Ingres’ painting, to 

us the portrait of monsieur Bertin has been handed down to us exclusively as the aesthetic feat it 

always was. As with his great female portraits, it is the model that adapts to the composition the artist 

has in mind, never the other way around. When Ingres paints the back of the neck of the countess of 

Haussonville or Madame Moitessier reflected in a mirror, he does not want to show off his virtuosity, 

or not only, but to go deeper into the investigations he had begun with the Grande Odalisque. In 

mirrors Ingres found a less violent way to present different perspectives of the same female body, 

something which, again, Picasso’s sharp eye learned a great deal from. It was also the Spaniard who 

paid the best homage to Ingres’ Bertin in his radical portrait of Gertrude Stein. When painting it, 

Picasso knew that his Africanised Stein would become a milestone in art history; did Ingres when he 

portrayed Bertin? 

 

The people who decisively influence the future rarely know they will, nor if they will be remembered 

for what they intended to be. Ingres, who declared himself little less than a humble servant of 

Raphael, who wanted to renew noble classicism, could hardly have imagined that he would become a 

reference for some of the twentieth century’s most fierce anti-classicists. Apparently ignorant of the 

excitement caused by the discovery of the Spanish school amongst his contemporaries, supreme 

master of the line at a time when it seemed modernity could only take the road of colour, Ingres was 

and remains one of the most difficult artists to understand. How can we explain the fact that, towards 

the end of his life, he painted an inexpressive version of Christ Among the Doctors and his famous 

Turkish Bath in the same year? That harem, with its circular format like a peephole and its shameless 

carnality, would have been considered a new aberration by the Academy had it been exhibited at the 

Salon. It was probably Ingres’ most radical attempt to make a subject fit the aesthetic needs of a 

painting. The spatial, tonal and anatomical exaggerations of this work are an ode to the creative 

freedom of the artist, a key characteristic of modernity. 

 

One must look beyond the amazement caused by Ingres’ technical virtuosity in order to fall prey to an 

even greater, deeper amazement which affects art of every age: the amazement produced by the 
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unforeseeable roads artistic influences take, which turn a devoted admirer of Raphael into one of the 

godfathers of the Demoiselles d’Avignon. 

 

Ingres. Museo Nacional del Prado. Paseo del Prado, s/n. Madrid. Until 27 March. 

 

 
The Turkish Bath, 1862. 
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